Durkan unveils $5.9 billion budget proposal for Seattle

New crossing aims to serve animals from gophers to mountain goats

City Council to review over the next two months

The budget plan is the first put together by Durkan, who has not had much influence over Seattle's financial trajectory, and it would increase allocations for transit and transportation by nearly $35 million. "This is a budget that invests in the future—a city vibrant, pedestrians and cyclists, safe, preventing crime, redeveloping 11 acres of blight that used to be a hotel, building a new arena, and preserving the story of the future," she said.

Ed Murray.

The budget's scope is vast. It includes $2.5 billion for the construction of the new arena and seat between the North and South Cascades. The new arena, which includes the Oak View Group CEO Tim Lei- der, will make for an inviting destination, too. The 39-year lease includes a provision that the city can redevelop the arena and ultimately add another team and possibly an NBA team, too. The 39-year lease includes a provision that the city can redevelop the arena and ultimately add another team and possibly an NBA team, too.
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